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1.1.  

Solar power has eSolar power has emerged as a vimerged as a viable alternative to diesel power generation for industriaable alternative to diesel power generation for industrial andl and

commercial units that run dicommercial units that run dieseesel gensets to meet their power needs. This whil gensets to meet their power needs. This whitepapetepaper from Er from EAIAI

discussediscusses both the technical aspects of subs both the technical aspects of substituting diesel with solar power and tstituting diesel with solar power and the fihe financial benefinancial benefittss

from doing so. from doing so. This whiteThis whitepaper paper does not discuss subsdoes not discuss substituting heat enertituting heat energy generated thrgy generated through dieselough diesel

with solar thermal energy.with solar thermal energy.

The interest in substiThe interest in substituting tuting diesdiesel with el with solar has been spurred bysolar has been spurred by

1.1.   BurBurgeoning power degeoning power deficficit it ((9-10%9-10% of pe of peak demand in 2012ak demand in 2012 – –  8.98.9% i% in the North and 18n the North and 18.0% in.0% in

the South)the South)

2.2.   Rapid escaRapid escalation in cost of dieselation in cost of diesel (l (4646%% si since 201nce 2010)0)

3.3.   Steep decline iSteep decline in cost of solar power (n cost of solar power (4040%% reduction i reduction in module prices in module prices in 20n 2011-1211-12))

4.4.   Favourable poliFavourable policies encoucies encouraging the use of solar power (capital subsidies, soft loans, etc.)raging the use of solar power (capital subsidies, soft loans, etc.)

While solWhile solar power can ar power can provide siprovide significant savings when substituting gnificant savings when substituting diedieselsel, there are sev, there are severaeral factorsl factors

that shoulthat should be carefully consid be carefully consideredered to derive optimum returns from the investmed to derive optimum returns from the investment in the solar PVnt in the solar PV

plant, such asplant, such as

1.1.   The nature of loads that can be supporteThe nature of loads that can be supported by solar d by solar power (power (heavy starting curheavy starting currents could berents could be

an issue)an issue)

2.2.   Choice of solar technology that is apprChoice of solar technology that is appropriatopriate to the sie to the si te and te and the regionthe region

3.3.   PV plPV plant configurant configurations that best serve your needs ations that best serve your needs (with or without bat(with or without batteries, etc.)teries, etc.)

4.4.   IssueIssues in integrating sols in integrating solar energy with diesel power (generator ar energy with diesel power (generator capaccapacity and its abiliity and its ability toty to

handle reverse current)handle reverse current)

5.5.   Economics of solar PV under difEconomics of solar PV under different scenarios (IRR offerent scenarios (IRR of 16.7%16.7% eve even with cn with conservativeonservative

assumptions)assumptions)

These factors will be exThese factors will be examined in detail in the famined in detail in the followinollowing pages, helg pages, helpping you formulate anding you formulate and

impleimplement a ment a solar strategy that providesolar strategy that provides economical as economical and reliable solnd reliable solar powear power for years to come.r for years to come.
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2.2.  

The rapid pace of The rapid pace of growth of the Igrowth of the Indian economy has been accompanied by a tremendous need forndian economy has been accompanied by a tremendous need for

energy whienergy which has not been matched by an inch has not been matched by an increase in power genecrease in power generatiration from state run utilities. Theon from state run utilities. The

resultiresulting power defng power deficit has tricit has triggered the iggered the need for captive generation plants at need for captive generation plants at many industrial andmany industrial and

commcommercial units, many of which run on ercial units, many of which run on diesel.diesel.

As of March 2013As of March 2013, , India has 34India has 34.44 .44 GW of iGW of installenstalled captive power d captive power generation (renewgeneration (renewable and able and nonnon--

renewablrenewable) capace) capacity, representinity, representing over 15g over 15% of % of the total ithe total installed elnstalled elecectricity tricity capaccapacity in Indiity in India. Diea. Dieselsel

represents about 40represents about 40% of the i% of the installenstalled captive d captive capaccapacity.ity.

EAI estiEAI estimates that India has mates that India has as much as 13.5 as much as 13.5 GW installeGW installed cad capacity of diesepacity of diesel l based captive based captive powerpower

generatgenerating ing plants.plants.

2.1.2.1.   The cost of dieselThe cost of diesel
In addiIn addition to the environmental cost, diesel tion to the environmental cost, diesel also imposes a financial cost to thealso imposes a financial cost to the

1.1.   ConsumerConsumer – –  Ever incrEver increasing price of dieseleasing price of diesel

2.2.   GovernmentGovernment – – Subsidy on diesel and a heavy oil import bill Subsidy on diesel and a heavy oil import bill

The deregulation of the dieThe deregulation of the diesel price by the gsel price by the government has overnment has resulted in a steep increase in resulted in a steep increase in the cost ofthe cost of

diesdieselel. The pr. The price of bulk dieice of bulk diesel has been completesel has been completely dereguly deregulated and stands alated and stands at art around Rs. 60 ound Rs. 60 whilwhilee

the retail price of dithe retail price of diesel esel is headiis heading towards complete ng towards complete deregulation deregulation with inwith increcreases of 5ases of 50 ps 0 ps every feevery feww

months.months.

Figure 1: Increase in retail price of dieselFigure 1: Increase in retail price of diesel

Mumbai 58Mumbai 58.86.86

Kolkata Kolkata 56.356.333

Chennai 55.37Chennai 55.37

Delhi 51.97Delhi 51.97
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The leveThe levelilised csed cost of dieost of diesel power (isel power (includincluding genset maintenang genset maintenance nce cost) icost) is about Rs. 1s about Rs. 16/kWh 6/kWh andand

could be as high as Rs. 40/kWh icould be as high as Rs. 40/kWh in some applications such as rn some applications such as rural telecom towers.ural telecom towers.

In In addition, the recent weakeaddition, the recent weakening of the rupee ning of the rupee puts further prputs further pressure on the price of dieessure on the price of diesel. sel. To thisTo this

can be addecan be added location and enterprise specific d location and enterprise specific overheads such as the coverheads such as the cost ofost of

Transporting Transporting the fuelthe fuel

Storing the fuel Storing the fuel (and associa(and associated loss due ted loss due to evaporato evaporationtion

Security to prevent pilfSecurity to prevent pilferageerage

UncertaUncertainty over deinty over delivlivery of diesel (wery of diesel (with cith corresponding adjustmeorresponding adjustment of operations)nt of operations)

Diesel Diesel generatgenerated poweed power is one r is one of the most popular solutions to the power defof the most popular solutions to the power def icit in India but theicit in India but the

rising cost of rising cost of diesdiesel couplel coupled with environmed with environmental considental considerations has set the stage for solar power toerations has set the stage for solar power to

shouldeshoulder gr greater loads inreater loads in India’s India’s energy energy intensintensive eive enterprnterpriseises.s. EAI estimates tha EAI estimates that the dieset the diesel powerl power

generatgenerating segment will drive the ing segment will drive the adoptioadoption of n of solar power in isolar power in industrndustries.ies.

Cost of diesel Cost of diesel powpower (including geer (including genset maintennset maintenance) varies ance) varies frofrom Rs. m Rs. 16/kWh16/kWh

to as high as Rs. 40/kWhto as high as Rs. 40/kWh

Transportation, Transportation, storage, and storage, and other cosother costs ts asassocisociated ated with with acquiring and usingacquiring and using

the fuel can push the per unit cost even higherthe fuel can push the per unit cost even higher

The deregulation in price of diesel coupled with the depreciation in theThe deregulation in price of diesel coupled with the depreciation in the

value of the rupee continue to put upward pressure on the cost of dieselvalue of the rupee continue to put upward pressure on the cost of diesel   T   T
   a   a
    k    k
   e   e
   a   a
   w   w
   a   a
   y   y
   s   s
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3.3.  

Solar PV sySolar PV systems directly convert stems directly convert the energy of the sun into elethe energy of the sun into electricitctricity. Iy. India is idendia is ideallally placed toy placed to

explexploit this energy source with most regions receivoit this energy source with most regions receiving 4ing 4-7 kWh/m-7 kWh/m22/day of sol/day of solar raar radiation dediation dependingpending

on lon location. With 3ocation. With 300 sunny days and 3,000 00 sunny days and 3,000 hours of sunshihours of sunshine in a yene in a year India rar India receieceives the equivalenves the equivalentt

of 5,000 trillof 5,000 trill ion kWh. Tion kWh. The map he map belbelowow11 shows irradiation levels in dif shows irradiation levels in diffeferent parts of the countrrent parts of the country.y.

3.1.3.1.   ComponeComponents of a nts of a Solar PV plantSolar PV plant
A typiA typical solar cal solar PV system has the follPV system has the following componentsowing components

a)a)   ModulesModules

b)b)   Mounting structurMounting structureses

c)c)   InvertersInverters

d)d)   Charge cCharge controlleontrollersrs

e)e)   BatteriesBatteries

3.1.1.3.1.1.  ModulesModules

Modules (more commonly knowModules (more commonly known as solar panels) are groups of cells that convert light inton as solar panels) are groups of cells that convert light into

eleelectricity. There actricity. There are two kinds of modulesre two kinds of modules

11
  http://www.reeep.org/file_upload/5272_tmpphpJPhOrP.pdf http://www.reeep.org/file_upload/5272_tmpphpJPhOrP.pdf   

  

Figure 2: Solar irradiation levels by regionFigure 2: Solar irradiation levels by region
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3.1.1.1.3.1.1.1.   Crystalline siliconCrystalline silicon

CrystallinCrystalline silicon (c-Si) solar modules are ce silicon (c-Si) solar modules are currently the most commonly useurrently the most commonly used, primarily due to c-Sid, primarily due to c-Si

being stable being stable and deliand deliverinvering efficiencies in the range of 1g efficiencies in the range of 13-19%.3-19%.

3.1.1.2.3.1.1.2.   Thin-filmThin-film

Thin filThin film modules are lesm modules are less effis efficient thacient than c-Si based systems but enjoy a n c-Si based systems but enjoy a lower thermalower thermal coefficientl coefficient

making them more suitable for warmer areas.making them more suitable for warmer areas.

While While they enjoyed a sithey enjoyed a significant cognificant cost advantst advantage a few yeage a few years agars ago, thin filo, thin film modules are now atm modules are now at

par or in spar or in some cases even more expensive than come cases even more expensive than crystalline modulerystalline modules. Their thermal s. Their thermal coeffcoefficieicient ofnt of

conversion, however, is lower than cconversion, however, is lower than crystallirystallinne modules making e modules making them very sthem very suitable uitable for more for more aridarid

regions like regions like RajaRajasthan.sthan.

Table 1: CTable 1: Comparison omparison CrystalCrystalline Silicon vs. Thin line Silicon vs. Thin FilFilmm
22
  

Cell Cell Technology Technology CrystCrystalline alline Silicon Silicon Thin Thin FilmFilm

ModuleModule

efficiencyefficiency

13%-19% 13%-19% 4%- 4%- 12%12%

TemperatureTemperature

CoefficientsCoefficients

Higher LowerHigher Lower

(Lower is benef(Lower is beneficiaicial at highl at high
ambient temambient temperatureperatures)s)

InverterInverter

CompatibilityCompatibility

and Sizingand Sizing

Industry Industry Standard Standard System System desidesigner gner has has toto

consider factors such asconsider factors such as

temperature coefftemperature coefficientsicients, Voc-, Voc-

Vmp diffVmp difference, isolatioerence, isolationn

resisresistance due tance due to temperatureto temperature

variances, humidivariances, humidity levety levels, etc.ls, etc.

MountingMounting

systemssystems

Industry Industry standard standard Special Special clips clips and and structuresstructures

may be needemay be needed. Significd. Significantant

savings in labour csavings in labour cost iost i ss

witnewitnessed in some cssed in some casesases  

Required AreaRequired Area Industry standardIndustry standard   – – 8 sq.m/kw 8 sq.m/kw   MaMay y require up to require up to 5050% % moremore

spacspace for a e for a given project given project sizesize

3.1.1.3.3.1.1.3.   ParameParameters tters to o be cobe considered when selecting Solar nsidered when selecting Solar ModulesModules

1.1.   CostCost

2.2.   Solar panel qualitySolar panel quality

3.3.   ToleranceTolerance

4.4.   Temperature Co-eTemperature Co-efficfficientient

5.5.   ConversiConversion Efficiencon Efficiencyy

6.6.   Durability/WarrantyDurability/Warranty

7.7.   System SizingSystem Sizing

8.8.   CertificationsCertifications33  

22
  htthttp:/p://ww/www.w.cicivicsvics olaolar.comr.com/resource/t/resource/thinhin-fil-film-vm-vs-crystalline-s-crystalline-silicon-pvsilicon-pv-mod-modulesules  

http://www.civicsolar.com/resource/thin-film-vs-crystalline-silicon-pv-modules
http://www.civicsolar.com/resource/thin-film-vs-crystalline-silicon-pv-modules
http://www.civicsolar.com/resource/thin-film-vs-crystalline-silicon-pv-modules
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a.a.   Off GridOff Grid – –   CrystallinCrystalline e SilSil icon icon Solar Solar PanelPanelss: IEC: IEC  61261215/IS14215/IS14286; 86; Thin FilThin Film m TerresTerrestrial Soltrial Solarar

PanePanels: Ils: IEC 61EC 61646646

b.b.   Grid ConnectedGrid Connected – –  CrystalliCrystalline Silicon solar panels: ne Silicon solar panels: IEC IEC 616121215 5 Edition II; Thin Film solarEdition II; Thin Film solar

panepanels: Ils: IEC 61EC 61646646

3.1.2.3.1.2.   Mounting structuresMounting structures

Solar panels are mounted on iron fixtures so that they cSolar panels are mounted on iron fixtures so that they can an withstand winwithstand wind and d and weiweight of panels. ght of panels. TheThe

panels are mounted to face south panels are mounted to face south in in the Northern Hemisphethe Northern Hemisphere re and north in the Southernand north in the Southern
HemispheHemisphere for maximum power trare for maximum power tracking. The tilt angle of panecking. The tilt angle of panels is at an angle equal to latitude ofls is at an angle equal to latitude of

that location and the trathat location and the tracking anglcking angle is set accore is set according to the angle ranges of ding to the angle ranges of the solar window.the solar window.

L&T have utiL&T have uti lislised aed an East-West mounting arrangement for n East-West mounting arrangement for solar plants withisolar plants within the tropical zone thatn the tropical zone that

takes advantage of the panels’ orietakes advantage of the panels’ orientation ntation to the sun as it to the sun as it moves betwemoves between the tren the tropics.opics.  L&T claims L&T claims

that the output from the plant is 9% hithat the output from the plant is 9% higher (in peak summer) gher (in peak summer) and on aand on average 5% more than fromverage 5% more than from

the conventithe conventional south-facing installation.onal south-facing installation.

3.1.3.3.1.3.   InvertersInverters

Solar panels generate direct current. An Solar panels generate direct current. An inveinverter rter converts the diconverts the direct current into rect current into alternating alternating currentcurrent

that can be fed into the facilitthat can be fed into the facility’y’s electric network. Inverters are a very important component of as electric network. Inverters are a very important component of a

solar PV system and are the only major componentsolar PV system and are the only major component  of a solar plant that is replaced during theof a solar plant that is replaced during the

lifetilifetime of the plant.me of the plant.

3.1.3.1.3.1.3.1.   Kinds of iKinds of invertersnverters44  

a.a.   Micro invertersMicro inverters  – –   Can also be called “module”Can also be called “module”  invertersinverters. . These These inverters inverters are are typicatypicallylly

attached directly to indiviattached directly to individual photovoltaidual photovoltaic modules in order to c modules in order to extract the maximum extract the maximum powerpower

from each module.from each module.  

b.b.   String InvertersString Inverters – – Are designed to be wired to a single  Are designed to be wired to a single series series string of 8-1string of 8-15 solar 5 solar modules.modules.

c.c.   CentraCentral l InvertersInverters – –  A type of A type of string inverter usestring inverter used in large scale applicationsd in large scale applications. They off. They offer easer easieierr

installation and higher effiinstallation and higher efficiency than smaciency than smaller ller string inverters.string inverters.

InverterInverters can further be classified s can further be classified asas

a.a.   Off GridOff Grid

b.b.   Grid TiedGrid Tied
c.c.   HybridHybrid

Off grid iOff grid inverters arnverters are primarily used e primarily used in small in small scale and remote installations where tscale and remote installations where the grid he grid is notis not

present. Grid tied inverters work in conjunction with the utility grid with safety features thatpresent. Grid tied inverters work in conjunction with the utility grid with safety features that

typicatypically lly turnturnoff the off the solar system in the event of solar system in the event of a power outaa power outage.ge.

33
  http://www.sustainabilityoutlook.in/content/want-buy-solar-panel-%E2%80%93-key-things-be-http://www.sustainabilityoutlook.in/content/want-buy-solar-panel-%E2%80%93-key-things-be-

  

considered#sthash.KNjaujKX.dpuf considered#sthash.KNjaujKX.dpuf   

44
  htthttp:/p://blog.syndic/blog.syndicatedsolaatedsolar.com/r.com/bid/52963/Differebid/52963/Different-Typent-Types-Of-Solas-Of-Solar-Inverter-Invertersrs  

http://webstore.iec.ch/
http://www.sustainabilityoutlook.in/content/want-buy-solar-panel-%E2%80%93-key-things-be-considered#sthash.KNjaujKX.dpuf
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Hybrid inverters (also known as Hybrid inverters (also known as Bidirectional Bidirectional or maor magical invertersgical inverters) are a one ) are a one system system solutisolution foron for

a complete solar PV system. They can automatically manage between 2 or more differenta complete solar PV system. They can automatically manage between 2 or more different

sources of power (grid, disources of power (grid, diesel, solar)esel, solar). They have inbu. They have inbuilt chailt charge contrrge controllollers, MPPT controller, ers, MPPT controller, AntiAnti

IslandiIslanding solutions, DC ng solutions, DC and AC and AC disconnedisconnects and other features like automatic cts and other features like automatic on/ofon/off of the dieself of the diesel
generator, automatic data generator, automatic data logging, and various kilogging, and various kinds of protection for the diffnds of protection for the different componentserent components

of the system, of the system, making them ideally suited making them ideally suited for solar plants thafor solar plants that act at act as a diesel s a diesel substitute.substitute.

There are many variables that can affect the efficiency of a solar energy inverter. With everyThere are many variables that can affect the efficiency of a solar energy inverter. With every

manufacturer developing inverters with different MPPT (Maximum Power Point Tracker) ranges,manufacturer developing inverters with different MPPT (Maximum Power Point Tracker) ranges,

enclosuresenclosures, tempera, temperature ture variances, variances, monitoring monitoring abilitieabilities, es, etc., it betc., it becomes critical to choose comes critical to choose the rightthe right

kind of kind of inverter for your plant to maximise inverter for your plant to maximise your returyour returnsns..

3.1.4.3.1.4.   Charge controllersCharge controllers

The charThe charge ge controller is requicontroller is required to regulate supply of charging cred to regulate supply of charging current from the solar system to theurrent from the solar system to the

batteries. Thebatteries. They improve battery performany improve battery performance by protecting the battery from overcharging. Thece by protecting the battery from overcharging. The

charge controllecharge controller can r can be separate unit or ibe separate unit or integrated with the invntegrated with the inverterter. There are two kinds of er. There are two kinds of chargecharge

controllerscontrollers

a)a)   PulsPulse Width Me Width Modulated (Podulated (PWMWM))

b)b)   MaMaxiximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)mum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)

3.1.4.1.3.1.4.1.   Pulse Width MoPulse Width Modulated (PWdulated (PWM)M)

This type of charge controller operates by seThis type of charge controller operates by sending out pulses of charnding out pulses of charge which helps ige which helps in uniformn uniform

distributidistribution of the charges on the plates of battery. These are modulating the pulon of the charges on the plates of battery. These are modulating the pulse widths andse widths and

slopes of slopes of the voltage and curthe voltage and current levels rent levels and also their ratand also their rate of e of chachange. nge. They operaThey operate in te in three phases:three phases:

i.i.   Bulk phase: The voltage gradually rises to the bulk levBulk phase: The voltage gradually rises to the bulk level (usually 1el (usually 14.4 4.4 to 14.6 volto 14.6 volts) whilts) while thee the

batteries draw maxibatteries draw maximum current. When bulk levmum current. When bulk level voltage is reached the absorption stageel voltage is reached the absorption stage

beginsbegins

ii.ii.   Absorption phaseAbsorption phase: The voltage is maintai: The voltage is maintainned at bulk voltage led at bulk voltage leveevel for spl for specified times (usuallyecified times (usually

an hour) whian hour) while the current grle the current gradually tapers off as the batteries charge upadually tapers off as the batteries charge up

iii.iii.   Float phase: AfteFloat phase: After the absorption time passes the volr the absorption time passes the voltage tage is lowis lowered to ered to flofloat level (usuallyat level (usually

1313.4 to .4 to 1313.7 .7 volts) and the batteries draw volts) and the batteries draw a small maintea small maintenance nance current until the next cyclecurrent until the next cycle

3.1.4.2.3.1.4.2.   Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)

They constantly track and maintain the optiThey constantly track and maintain the optimum voltage and current to charmum voltage and current to charge ge the battery. Theythe battery. They

match the output of the solar panels to the battery voltage to ensure maximatch the output of the solar panels to the battery voltage to ensure maximum charmum charge (amps).ge (amps).

A 100 watt sA 100 watt solar panel rated at 6 amps olar panel rated at 6 amps at 15.5 volts wiat 15.5 volts will be able to charge a 12.4 volll be able to charge a 12.4 volt battery t battery at 75at 75

watts (6 amps timewatts (6 amps times 12s 12.4 .4 volts)volts). The M. The MPPT module exPPT module extracttracts the full 100 watts from the panels the full 100 watts from the panel

regardless of battery voltage by utilregardless of battery voltage by util ising a DC-to-DC converter to chaising a DC-to-DC converter to charge the battery by derge the battery by delivliverinering 8g 8

amps.amps.
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Table 2: Comparison Table 2: Comparison of PWM and MPPof PWM and MPPT T Charge ContrCharge Controllersollers

ParaParameter meter PWM PWM MPPTMPPT

CapacityCapacity a)a)   AvailAvailable only up able only up to 6to 60 A0 Ampsmps

b)b)   Can take only certain inputCan take only certain input

voltages: voltages: 1212V,24V,48VV,24V,48V

c)c)   Limits solar panel output voltageLimits solar panel output voltage

a)a)   AvailAvailable up to able up to 80 Amps80 Amps

b)b)   Can take a varying raCan take a varying range ofnge of

input voltages and hence,input voltages and hence,

reduces losreduces losses ises in transmissin transmissionon

and and provides provides fleflexixibility in solability in solarr

module configurationmodule configuration

Cost Cost InexInexpensive; pensive; <$<$25250 0 Almost Almost thrice thrice that that of of PWMPWM

EfficieEfficiency ncy 6060-80% -80% (approx. (approx. 6868%)%) Increases charging effiIncreases charging efficiency tciency to up too up to

30%30%

Peak effPeak eff iciency: 9iciency: 99%9%

WarrWarranty anty and and life life Low Low MucMuch h highehigher r than than PWMPWM

3.1.5.3.1.5.  BatteriesBatteries

Batteries are an optional componeBatteries are an optional component in solar powent in solar power systems used to provide backup power r systems used to provide backup power whenwhen

the sun isnthe sun isn’t shining or to a’t shining or to augugment the solar systems whement the solar systems when the output is low n the output is low (such as when clouds(such as when clouds

pass by)pass by). Batteries come in several vol. Batteries come in several volttages, but ages, but the most common vathe most common varietierieties are 6 s are 6 Volt and 12 Volt and 12 Volt.Volt.
Solar PV Solar PV systems typicallsystems typically use ly use lead acid battead acid batteries which are of three typeseries which are of three types

a)a)   Liquid vetted or floodedLiquid vetted or flooded

b)b)   Sealed (VSealed (VRLRLAA – – Valve Regulate Valve Regulated Lead d Lead Acid)Acid)

a.a.   Absorbed Glass Mat (AGM)Absorbed Glass Mat (AGM)

b.b.   Gel CellGel Cell

3.1.5.1.3.1.5.1.   Liquid vetLiquid vetted or floodedted or flooded

FloodeFlooded leadd lead-acid (FLA) batterie-acid (FLA) batteries are the most cost-es are the most cost-effeffective ctive variety. They require maintenavariety. They require maintenance thatnce that

involinvolves monitoring voltage and occaves monitoring voltage and occasionally replenishing the water in the battery. Addisionally replenishing the water in the battery. Additionally, FLAtionally, FLA

batteries vent hydrogen under heavy cbatteries vent hydrogen under heavy charging so they must be storharging so they must be stored in a ventied in a venti lated enclosure.lated enclosure.

3.1.5.2.3.1.5.2.   Sealed (VRLASealed (VRLA
––

 Valve Regul Valve Regulated Leated Lead Acid)ad Acid)
Being sealed, Being sealed, they do not require they do not require wateriwatering, nor do they ng, nor do they typicatypically lly vent avent any gasses. As ny gasses. As the elthe electrectrolytolytee

cannot be refilcannot be refil led, controlliled, controlling the rate of cng the rate of charge is veharge is very important.ry important.

3.1.5.2.1.3.1.5.2.1.    Absorb Absorbed ed Glass Glass Mat Mat (AGM)(AGM)

Absorbed Glass Mat batteries use a fibAbsorbed Glass Mat batteries use a fibreglassreglass-like -like separator to separator to hold the elhold the electrolyte in place. Theseectrolyte in place. These

are more exare more expensive and more sepensive and more sensitive to nsitive to overcharging than FLovercharging than FLAs and offeAs and offer the best vibration andr the best vibration and

impact impact resisresistance.tance.

3.1.5.2.2.3.1.5.2.2.   Gel CellGel Cell

Gel cell batterieGel cell batteries use a thickenis use a thickening agent to immobilise the electrolyng agent to immobilise the electrolyte. Tte. The cell whe cell will continue toill continue to

function evefunction even if the container is cran if the container is cracked. These cked. These are the most expensive of the three types.are the most expensive of the three types.
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Table 3: Table 3: Comparison Comparison of batteriesof batteries

Parameters FloodedParameters Flooded

SealedSealed

AGM GelAGM Gel

Cost Cost Cost-eCost-effective, ffective, least least cost cost per per ampere ampere hour hour Nearly Nearly threethree

times the cost oftimes the cost of

flooded flooded battbatterieseries

2-3 ti2-3 times the cost mes the cost ofof

flooded flooded batterbatteriesies

MaMaintenance intenance Requires Requires maintenance maintenance No/neNo/negligible gligible maintenmaintenance ance requirerequiredd

Size andSize and

placementplacement

Requires veRequires ventilatintilation; mostly needs to beon; mostly needs to be

kept outdoors which hindekept outdoors which hinders working rs working atat

ambient tempeambient temperaturerature

SealeSealed batteries ard batteries are advantageous ine advantageous in

situations wsituations with space constraints that requirith space constraints that requiree

you to store your batteries in unusualyou to store your batteries in unusual

orientatorientations or where ions or where ventinventing is g is not possiblenot possible

3.2.3.2.   Solar PSolar Plant Configulant Configurationsrations
DesigniDesigning the right kind of solng the right kind of solar power plant for your ar power plant for your application iapplication is critical as cs critical as cost, ost, relireliability, aability, andnd

fleflexibxibilility are determinity are determined by the design.ed by the design.

Solar power plants have three primary configurationsSolar power plants have three primary configurations

a)a)   Stand-alone PV Stand-alone PV systemsystem
b)b)   GrGrid-tied PV id-tied PV systemsystem

a.a.   Grid-Interactive Without Battery BackupGrid-Interactive Without Battery Backup

b.b.   Grid-Interactive With Battery BackupGrid-Interactive With Battery Backup

c)c)   HybrHybrid Solar PV id Solar PV systemsystem

3.2.1.3.2.1.  Stand-alone PV systemStand-alone PV system

Stand-alone Stand-alone PV systePV systemms operate independs operate independent of the eleent of the electric utility grid, and are generally dectric utility grid, and are generally designsigneded

and siand sized to supply specifzed to supply specific ic DC aDC and/or AC elnd/or AC electrical loads. Thiectrical loads. This can s can bebe

3.2.1.1.3.2.1.1.   Without BatteriesWithout Batteries

The DC output of the module or arraThe DC output of the module or array y is connected directly to a DC load. As this connected directly to a DC load. As there is no bere is no battery theattery the

load only operates durinload only operates during sunlight. An Mg sunlight. An MPPT Charge ContrPPT Charge Controlleoller may r may be used to be used to maximimaximise the outputse the output

from the array ifrom the array in some applications ln some applications l ike positive-displike positive-displacement acement water pumps.water pumps.

3.2.1.2.3.2.1.2.   With batteriesWith batteries

This system uses a hybThis system uses a hybrid inverter with charge controller to rid inverter with charge controller to charge tcharge the batteries during daytime he batteries during daytime andand

power the load. The batteries suppower the load. The batteries supply the invply the inverterter when sunlight is not available. Priority is given toer when sunlight is not available. Priority is given to

charging over charging over fulffulf illill ing ing the load demand beyond a the load demand beyond a levlevel of battel of battery consumption.ery consumption.

3.2.2.3.2.2.  Grid-tied Captive Power PlantGrid-tied Captive Power Plant

A gridA grid-tie-tied solar power system (also referred to ad solar power system (also referred to as grids grid-inte-intertirtied, or on-grid or utility-ed, or on-grid or utility-inteinteractiractive)ve)

produces solar power that produces solar power that is is fed to the lfed to the load interactively with the utility grid, hence oad interactively with the utility grid, hence the term gridthe term grid--

tied, as the tied, as the system is tied, lsystem is tied, l iteraliterally, to the grid.ly, to the grid.
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The critical component in a grid-The critical component in a grid-tied pltied plant is the inverter or ant is the inverter or power conditiopower conditioning unit (PCU) whichning unit (PCU) which

disconnects from the grid in the evdisconnects from the grid in the event of utilent of util ity outage to prevent power generated by the solarity outage to prevent power generated by the solar

panels fpanels from flowirom flowing back into the grng back into the grid. This fid. This feature, known as anti-eature, known as anti-islanding functiislanding function, is requiredon, is required

in all grid-in all grid-tied systetied systems to protect utms to protect utilil ity personnel workiity personnel working on the grid during an outang on the grid during an outage.ge.

3.2.2.1.3.2.2.1.   With batteriesWith batteries

These systems are usuallThese systems are usually smaller in cy smaller in capacity, typically under 20 apacity, typically under 20 kW, due to kW, due to the high cost ofthe high cost of
batteries. The battery is used tobatteries. The battery is used to keep “critical load” circuits operating during a utility outage.keep “critical load” circuits operating during a utility outage.  When When

an outage occurs, the unit disconnean outage occurs, the unit disconnects from cts from the utilithe utility and ty and powers powers the critical load circuits which arethe critical load circuits which are

wired from a subpanel that is separate wired from a subpanel that is separate from the rest of the elfrom the rest of the electrical cectrical circuits.ircuits.

3.2.2.2.3.2.2.2.   Without batteriesWithout batteries

This system is much siThis system is much simplempler ar and primarily consists of the solar nd primarily consists of the solar arraarray and a y and a gridgrid-tie-tied inverted inverter. It isr. It is

simplsimple to install and achieve to install and achieves the highest efficiency es the highest efficiency as the introduction of batteries lead to effias the introduction of batteries lead to efficiencyciency

losselosses but excess powes but excess power generr generated cannot ated cannot be fed to batteriesbe fed to batteries . If net-meterin. If net-metering is not ag is not availablvailable in thee in the

region the surplus power cannot be monetised.region the surplus power cannot be monetised.

3.2.3.3.2.3.  Hybrid Solar PV systemHybrid Solar PV system

Systems wiSystems with more thath more than one source of powen one source of power arr are called hybrid systee called hybrid systems. ms. Having multHaving multiple sources iple sources ofof

power ensures availpower ensures availabilability of poweity of power even when the sun isn’t shining, or greater ar even when the sun isn’t shining, or greater availability of powervailability of power

than from the solar panelthan from the solar panels. There are different kinds of hybrids, such as. There are different kinds of hybrids, such as solar-s solar-wind hybrid, solar-wind hybrid, solar-

biomass hybrid, etc., but this whitebiomass hybrid, etc., but this whitepaper will focus only on the solar-diesel hybrid.paper will focus only on the solar-diesel hybrid.

Solar PV sySolar PV systems are often coupled wistems are often coupled with dieseth diesel generators due to the intermittent l generators due to the intermittent nature ofnature of
solar power, lsolar power, l imiteimited solar plant capacity, or because the ld solar plant capacity, or because the load might require heoad might require heavy inrush curavy inrush currenrentt..

The diesel The diesel generator supgenerator supplieplies the exs the excecess load ss load during dayliduring daylight hours and the entire load as well ght hours and the entire load as well asas

charges tcharges the batteryhe battery when the when the sun isn’t available.sun isn’t available. This system s This system strikes an optimum balance betweentrikes an optimum balance between

solar capacsolar capacity ity utiliutili sation, battery discharge sation, battery discharge levels, and dieslevels, and diesel consumpel consumption.tion.
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Most regions in India receive 4-7 kWh/mMost regions in India receive 4-7 kWh/m22/day, making the country/day, making the country

ideally suited for solar energyideally suited for solar energy

Solar enSolar energy ergy syssystemtems need careful chs need careful choice of technooice of technology inlogy in

oo ModulesModules  – – Thin film or Crystalline technologies are chosen based Thin film or Crystalline technologies are chosen based

on site con site condonditions and cositions and cost/financing constraintst/financing constraints

oo Mounting structuresMounting structures  – –  East-West layout may provide more  East-West layout may provide more
generation within the tropical zonegeneration within the tropical zone

oo InvertersInverters  – –  Hybrid inverters are the preferred solution as they  Hybrid inverters are the preferred solution as they

automautomaticalatically ly manmanage age two two or mor morore power e power sources, ssources, such as uch as dieseldiesel

and solarand solar

oo Charge ControllersCharge Controllers  – –  MPPT controllers offer much better  MPPT controllers offer much better

performance and features than PWM but can cost three times asperformance and features than PWM but can cost three times as

muchmuch

oo BatteriesBatteries  – – Flooded batteries are the least expensive but require Flooded batteries are the least expensive but require

maintenance and ventilation. Absorbed Glass Mat and Gel Cellmaintenance and ventilation. Absorbed Glass Mat and Gel Cell

are much more expensive and sensitive to overcharging butare much more expensive and sensitive to overcharging but

require no maintenance or ventilationrequire no maintenance or ventilation

Solar-diesel hybrid systems are very popular in India as the dieselSolar-diesel hybrid systems are very popular in India as the diesel

generator overcomes some of the limitations of current PV technologygenerator overcomes some of the limitations of current PV technology
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4.4.  

Solar power represeSolar power represents an opportunity to achieve ents an opportunity to achieve energy securinergy security using a clean source of ety using a clean source of energy atnergy at

an economian economical cost, but there arcal cost, but there are sevee several challenges to be overcome as wellral challenges to be overcome as well . A brief comparison. A brief comparison

with dieswith diesel power is provided below:el power is provided below:

4.1.4.1.   Comparing dieComparing diesel power with sosel power with solarlar

Table 4: Comparing Diesel Generator with Solar PVTable 4: Comparing Diesel Generator with Solar PV

ParaParameter meter DieseDiesel l genegenerator rator Solar Solar PV PV SystemSystem

FinancialFinancial

Capital investmentCapital investment   Relatively Relatively low low Relatively Relatively high. high. The The initial initial cost cost of of thethe

system is more esystem is more expensive than thexpensive than the

diesel diesel genergeneratorator, and the , and the inverter willinverter will

have to be replhave to be replaced during theaced during the

lifelifetime of the plant (frequenctime of the plant (frequency ofy of
replacemereplacement dependnt depends ons on

maintenance).maintenance).

It shoulIt should be noted that d be noted that iniinitial cost hastial cost has
seen a seen a steep decrease over tsteep decrease over the lasthe last

few yearsfew years

Fuel Fuel cost cost High, High, and and contcontinues inues to to increaincrease se NilNil – –  A A PV plant allows the consuPV plant allows the consumermer

to fito fix energy cost for the nexx energy cost for the next 2t 25 years5 years

Operating Operating cost cost High, High, due due toto

EnsurEnsuring supply of ing supply of dieseldiesel

Transport and storage of Transport and storage of dieseldiesel

BiannuaBiannual l servicingservicing

ReplacemeReplacement of parts nt of parts due todue to

wear and tearwear and tear

Low. Solar PV plants haLow. Solar PV plants have fve few movingew moving

parts so theparts so they don’t suffer from weary don’t suffer from wear

and and tear. Recurring chartear. Recurring charges canges can

includeinclude

WashWashing of ing of panels (dustpanels (dust

reduces the power output)reduces the power output)

Checking and rChecking and repleplacement ofacement of
wirinwiring ag and other electricalnd other electrical

componentscomponents

Inverter maintenanceInverter maintenance

Battery Battery packs, if usepacks, if used, haved, have
greater maintenancegreater maintenance

requirementsrequirements

Surplus Surplus power power The The generator generator can can be be throttled throttled downdown

(to some extent) or turned off if (to some extent) or turned off if thethe
load is lload is less than generating cess than generating capacityapacity

As As solar PV plants almost entirelysolar PV plants almost entirely

comprcomprise ise fixefixed costs therd costs there is e is veryvery
limlimited saving potential from ited saving potential from turningturning

off the plant.off the plant.

Until net-meUntil net-metering tering is introduced inis introduced in

India the surplus power geneIndia the surplus power generated byrated by

a captive sola captive solar ar plant cannot beplant cannot be

monetisedmonetised

OperationalOperational

SpacSpace e requiredrequired The geneThe generator doesn’t occupy muchrator doesn’t occupy much
space, but requispace, but requires a morres a more securee secure

Solar panels require more space forSolar panels require more space for
installinstallations. Wations. Whilhile they ce they can bean be
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location for operations andlocation for operations and

maintenance.maintenance.

DieseDiesel fuel fuel requirel requires space based on ths space based on thee

amount oamount of f fuel to be fuel to be stored. Specstored. Specialial

storage considerations may bestorage considerations may be

necessary due to finecessary due to fire hazard,re hazard,

evaporation loss, and pilferage.evaporation loss, and pilferage.

installinstalled on unutilised rooftops, spaced on unutilised rooftops, spacee

constraints can restrict the capacity ofconstraints can restrict the capacity of

the plant the plant that can be instalthat can be installed.led.

AdditiAdditionallyonally, the i, the installatinstallation areaon area

should be shadeshould be shade-free throughou-free throughout thet the

year.year.

Noise Noise & & Vibration Vibration Moderate Moderate to to high high (depe(depending nding onon

damping materials used)damping materials used)

NilNil

Emissions HighEmissions High – –  expexposure to osure to diediesel generatosel generatorr

exhexhaust caust can lead to health hazardsan lead to health hazards

NilNil

TechnicalTechnical

Reliable Reliable power power Fairly Fairly reliable. reliable. A A genset genset can can only only bebe

run a certain number of hoursrun a certain number of hours

continuouslcontinuously and suffers from y and suffers from wearwear

and tear, which impose land tear, which impose l imiimitattations inions in

addition to availability of fueladdition to availability of fuel

IntermittenIntermittent. Solar generatiot. Solar generationn

dependepends on sunlds on sunlight therefore theight therefore therre ise is

no powno power delier delivery very during night timeduring night time

or on cloudy days.or on cloudy days.

Variation in poweVariation in power output cr output can bean be
expexperienced durinerienced during the g the day as wellday as well

based on webased on weather cather conditionditions.ons.

Battery paBattery packs can be usecks can be used to partlyd to partly

offsoffset these diset these disadvadvantageantages, but wills, but will

add to the cost of the system.add to the cost of the system.
Loads Loads supported supported DieseDiesel l gensets gensets can can handle handle a a widewiderr

variety of load, and have variety of load, and have greatgreaterer

tolerance fotolerance for starting currr starting currentent

requirements.requirements.

Solar PV plSolar PV plants may ants may not be able tonot be able to

handle shandle starting currtarting current requient requirements,rements,

depending on the size of the systemdepending on the size of the system

and the nature of load. This can beand the nature of load. This can be

partpartly offly offset byset by

Battery packsBattery packs

DividiDividing the load ng the load into criticalinto critical
and non-and non-critical portions witcritical portions withh

critical loads primarilycritical loads primarily

supported by the solar systemsupported by the solar system

4.2.4.2.   Designing a Captive Solar PV PlantDesigning a Captive Solar PV Plant
There are 7 crucial stepThere are 7 crucial steps involved in desis involved in designingning a cag a captive PV iptive PV installationnstallation

Scoping the projectScoping the project

CalculaCalculating the amount of solar energy availting the amount of solar energy availableable

Surveying the siteSurveying the site

CalculaCalculating the amount of energy neeting the amount of energy neededded

Sizing the solar PV systemSizing the solar PV system

Component selection and costingComponent selection and costing

Detailed designDetailed design

4.2.1.4.2.1.  Scoping the projectScoping the project

Lay out your objeLay out your objectives from the plant, such as ctives from the plant, such as supporting your entire lighting load, or duratiosupporting your entire lighting load, or duration ofn of

bacbackup required in the event of a kup required in the event of a power outapower outage.ge.
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4.2.2.4.2.2.  Calculating the amount of solar energy availableCalculating the amount of solar energy available

The insolatiThe insolation level, or on level, or the amount of suthe amount of sunlight on the installnlight on the installation ation area (expressed aarea (expressed as kWh/ms kWh/m
22
/day), is/day), is

measured to determine the number of solar pameasured to determine the number of solar panels nels required. A rule of thumb measure is 1 W of PVrequired. A rule of thumb measure is 1 W of PV

panel wilpanel wil l produce 4 l produce 4 Wh of Wh of eleelectricity per dactricity per day (at cy (at crystallirystalline pane panel efnel efficieficiencies). This is only anncies). This is only an

averaaverage and will ge and will vary with the location of the plant.vary with the location of the plant.

It is iIt is important tmportant to eo estimate the insolstimate the insolation ation over over a period of timea period of time – –  heavy mist in winter mayheavy mist in winter maysignisignificantly reduce the aficantly reduce the amount of power that mount of power that can be generated.can be generated.

4.2.3.4.2.3.  Surveying the siteSurveying the site

The survey condThe survey conducted by the PV ucted by the PV plant designer will check forplant designer will check for

Shade free Shade free area available (area available (approximapproximately 8 ately 8 mm22 i is required s required for 1 kW of solar PV)for 1 kW of solar PV)

AzimuthAzimuth – –  the orientation of the roof. South facing is ideal the orientation of the roof. South facing is ideal (in the (in the NortherNorthern Hemisphn Hemispherere)e)

Solar accessSolar access – –  percentpercentage of time the PV age of time the PV arrarray receives the ay receives the full, full, unshunshadeaded power of the sund power of the sun

4.2.4.4.2.4.  Calculating the amount of energy neededCalculating the amount of energy needed

The system load is deThe system load is determitermined by determining the wattagned by determining the wattage of the deve of the devices that ices that wilwil l be powel be powered red bybythe solar system and the number of hours thathe solar system and the number of hours that lt load will neeoad will need to be supported. The amount ofd to be supported. The amount of

energy required can be optimised by using energy conserving devicenergy required can be optimised by using energy conserving devices. The cost ces. The cost can be optimian be optimisesed byd by

considericonsidering whether heavy/varing whether heavy/variable load should run on solar powerable load should run on solar power

4.2.5.4.2.5.  Sizing the solar PV systemSizing the solar PV system

The size of The size of the solar PV system ithe solar PV system is calcus calculated by consideringlated by considering

The number of panelThe number of panels needed to meet the energy requiremes needed to meet the energy requirement based on the site int based on the site insolatinsolationon

levellevels and panel rating. A 30s and panel rating. A 30% % safety factosafety factor is usually r is usually added to the energy requiremeadded to the energy requirementnt

Battery size, based on the numbeBattery size, based on the number of hours of autonomy, der of hours of autonomy, depth of discharge, and batterypth of discharge, and battery

efficiencyefficiency

Inverter sizeInverter size, based on the total wattage of all supported dev, based on the total wattage of all supported devices with a safeices with a safety factor ty factor of 45of 45%%

Mounting strucMounting structures to bear the paneltures to bear the panels’ weis’ weightght even under high wind even under high wind

SiziSizing for miscelng for miscel laneoulaneous components such as components such as wiress wires, connectors, swi, connectors, switchetches, fuss, fuses, etc. thates, etc. that

could fail icould fail i f they are not f they are not corcorrectly rarectly rated for ted for the applicatthe applicationion

4.2.6.4.2.6.  Component selection and costingComponent selection and costing

The solar PV plant is exThe solar PV plant is expected to last for 25 yepected to last for 25 years. Tars. Therefherefore suppliers ore suppliers and productand products should bes should be

selselected not just be consideected not just be considering ring price alone, but also consiprice alone, but also considerindering the technical specificatg the technical specifications,ions,

relireliability, warranty ability, warranty periods, etc.periods, etc.

4.2.7.4.2.7.  Detailed designDetailed design

The detaileThe detailed design is the more actionable form d design is the more actionable form of the captive solar PV installof the captive solar PV installation. Data ation. Data collecollectedcted

from the from the previous 6 steps is previous 6 steps is acaccumulatcumulated, a led, a layout of ayout of the installatiothe installation in is prepared on paper, ands prepared on paper, and

obvious eobvious engineering fallacies angineering fallacies are removed.re removed.
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4.3.4.3.   Designing a Solar-Diesel Hybrid PlantDesigning a Solar-Diesel Hybrid Plant
Due to some of Due to some of the limithe limitations tations of current of current solar technology, solsolar technology, solar-diesel hybriar-diesel hybrids are very popular ds are very popular inin

India where the solIndia where the solar system operates in tandem with a diesar system operates in tandem with a diesel geel generanerator, supportor, supporting a ting a widewider varietyr variety

of of loads and achieving diloads and achieving diesel saviesel savinngs. While this does present a best-gs. While this does present a best-of-both-wof-both-worlds solution, itorlds solution, it

should be should be implimplemented by aemented by an expen experiencerienced and knowld and knowledgeedgeable installer due to several isable installer due to several issues thatsues that

can be ecan be encountered in integratinncountered in integrating solar with diesel which g solar with diesel which can hacan have a direve a direct impact ct impact on savion savingngss

possiblpossible and the re and the returns from investment.eturns from investment.

4.3.1.4.3.1.  Optimising power supply using a solar-diesel hybridOptimising power supply using a solar-diesel hybrid

The critical part in dThe critical part in desiesigning a solar diesegning a solar diesel hybrid plant is determining l hybrid plant is determining the load mix bethe load mix betweetween solarn solar

and diand dieseesel power. While the theoretical power. While the theoretical maximum savings arl maximum savings are achiee achieved by usived by using the largest possibleng the largest possible

solar installsolar installation to minimise the load supported by diesel, thiation to minimise the load supported by diesel, this may not be the optimal configurations may not be the optimal configuration

in pracin practical appltical applications due toications due to

4.3.1.1.4.3.1.1.   Frequency and power qualityFrequency and power quality

The frequency of the output AC power can vary bThe frequency of the output AC power can vary beyond eyond acceptable levels as the loading factoracceptable levels as the loading factor55  ofof

the diesthe diesel geel generatonerator varr varies (ies (as a ras a resulesult of introducing an intermittent solar power source into thet of introducing an intermittent solar power source into the

mix)mix), reducing the quali, reducing the quality of power. Some modern day devices requirty of power. Some modern day devices require high quality power toe high quality power to

operate.operate.

4.3.1.2.4.3.1.2.   Reverse Current FlowReverse Current Flow
Some reverse current wilSome reverse current wil l fll flow into the diesow into the diesel generatel generator when the output of the solar power exor when the output of the solar power exceeceeddss

that of the that of the load demand. There is a threshoload demand. There is a threshold beyond which this reverse flow cld beyond which this reverse flow causes the dieauses the dieselsel

generator to trip, removgenerator to trip, removing the refeing the referencrence voltage for the solar plant and causing the system to breake voltage for the solar plant and causing the system to break

down.down.

4.3.1.3.4.3.1.3.   Efficiency and Minimum LoadingEfficiency and Minimum Loading

Running a geneRunning a generator rator at loads below its miniat loads below its minimum load factormum load factor66 for prolonged periods a for prolonged periods affeffects itscts its

effefficiency which in turn impacts fuel consumption, maintenaniciency which in turn impacts fuel consumption, maintenance costs, and usece costs, and useful lful l ife. Tife. The genehe generatorrator

may operate belmay operate below its minimum load if a sizeable solar system is integrated ow its minimum load if a sizeable solar system is integrated into the supply andinto the supply and

results iresults in decreased lin decreased lifecyclfecycle savings of the solar-e savings of the solar-diesel generator diesel generator system.system.

Due to these Due to these reasons it is recommreasons it is recommended that the solar system size be lended that the solar system size be l imited to 2imited to 25% of the5% of the
diesdiesel genel generaerator set cator set capacity i.e. ipacity i.e. if the dief the diesel generator sel generator capaccapacity is 1,000 kVA, iity is 1,000 kVA, i t is ret is recommendedcommended

that the solar system be lithat the solar system be limited to 25mited to 250 k0 kW at most. SW at most. Specifipecific vendor solutions mac vendor solutions may permit highery permit higher

solar system sisolar system size integratize integration with diesel on with diesel generators.generators.

55

  
Load factor referLoad factor refers s to the demato the demand nd load/capaload/capacity. city. ThereTherefore, fore, for a for a load of 40load of 40 0 kW a0 kW and a DG capacity of 100nd a DG capacity of 100 0 kVa (800 kW) the 0 kVa (800 kW) the load factor load factor becomebecomes s 5050 %.%.

  66
  GeneraGenerator tor suppsuppliers usually specify a liers usually specify a minimum load factor below which the life of the minimum load factor below which the life of the lubricant, lubricant, genegenerator efficiency rator efficiency fall and the engine sfall and the engine s tarts to tarts to slobslobberber

(emit black smoke).(emit black smoke).  
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4.3.2.4.3.2.  Prominent solar-diesel hybrid installationsProminent solar-diesel hybrid installations

Some of the Some of the prominent solprominent solar-diesear-diesel hybrid installatil hybrid installations in India inclons in India includeude

Scope InternationalScope International – – SunEdisi SunEdision has on has put up a 10put up a 100-kW 0-kW solar plant on roof of builsolar plant on roof of building ofding of

Scope International iScope International in Chennai. Scope is Standard n Chennai. Scope is Standard Chartered Bank'Chartered Bank's captive BPO and iss captive BPO and is

headquartered in Chennaiheadquartered in Chennai  ((more heremore here))

Alpine KnitsAlpine Knits – –  This Spinning MThis Spinning Mill ill in Tirupur din Tirupur district of Taistrict of Tamil Nadu has the mil Nadu has the distinction ofdistinction of

having a having a MegaWMegaWatt(MWatt(MW) ) Scale, Roof Mounted, GridScale, Roof Mounted, Grid-Connected Solar power plant with-Connected Solar power plant with
unique DG synchronization capabilities; the first of its kind in Indiunique DG synchronization capabilities; the first of its kind in India, and only the second ina, and only the second in

the Worldthe World ((more heremore here))

The initial cost of a solar PV plant is higher than a diesel generator, butThe initial cost of a solar PV plant is higher than a diesel generator, but

more than pays for itself through savings in fuel costmore than pays for itself through savings in fuel cost

Solar PV plants have few moving parts and therefore require very littleSolar PV plants have few moving parts and therefore require very little

maintenancemaintenance

Without net-metering, surplus power from PV plants cannot beWithout net-metering, surplus power from PV plants cannot be

monetisedmonetised
PV plants do not generate power during non-daylight hours or on cloudyPV plants do not generate power during non-daylight hours or on cloudy

daysdays

A PV plant should be limited to 25% of diesel generator capacity in aA PV plant should be limited to 25% of diesel generator capacity in a

hybrid plant to avoid solar-diesel integration issueshybrid plant to avoid solar-diesel integration issues
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5.5.  

Both central and state polBoth central and state policies have bicies have been announced in recent years to een announced in recent years to promote the adoption ofpromote the adoption of

solar power. We provide highlisolar power. We provide highlightghts of policy support below.s of policy support below.

5.1.5.1.   JawJawaharlal Nehru Nationaharlal Nehru National al Solar MissiSolar Mission (JNNSM)on (JNNSM)
The Jawaharlal Nehru National SolThe Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mar Missiission (JNNSM) changed the solar landscape in Indion (JNNSM) changed the solar landscape in India. Phase 1a. Phase 1

of the miof the mission provission providing a ding a sleslew of incentives for grid connected, off-grid, decentraw of incentives for grid connected, off-grid, decentralised solarlised solar

applications, roofapplications, rooftop and small solar plants. Captitop and small solar plants. Captive solar plants fall under the off-ve solar plants fall under the off-grid grid andand

decentralisdecentralised appliced applications and arations and are ele el igible figible for Central Financial Assistanceor Central Financial Assistance, summarised below., summarised below.

Table 5: JNNSM - Salient FeaturesTable 5: JNNSM - Salient Features

S. S. No. No. CategoryCategory

MaximumMaximum

capacitycapacity

GOI SupportGOI Support

System withSystem with

battery backupbattery backup

System withoutSystem without

battery backupbattery backup

InterestInterest

SubsidySubsidy

1 1 IndiviIndividuals duals for for allall

applicationsapplications

1 1 kWp kWp Rs.57/watt Rs.57/watt oror

3030% % of projectof project

cost whicost whichever ichever iss
lessless

Rs.30/watt orRs.30/watt or

3030% % of projectof project

cost whichevcost whichever ier iss
lessless

Soft loansSoft loans

@5% p.a.@5% p.a.

2 2 IndiviIndividuals duals for for Irrigation, Irrigation, &&

community drinking watercommunity drinking water

applicationsapplications

5 5 kWp kWp Rs.57/watt Rs.57/watt oror

3030% % of projectof project

cost whicost whichever ichever iss

lessless

Rs.30/watt orRs.30/watt or

3030% % of projectof project

cost whichevcost whichever ier iss

lessless

Soft loansSoft loans

@5% p.a.@5% p.a.

3 Non-commercial/3 Non-commercial/

commercial/industrialcommercial/industrial

applicationsapplications

100 100 kWp kWp Rs.51/watt Rs.51/watt oror

3030% % of projectof project

cost whicost whichever ichever iss

lessless

Rs.30/watt orRs.30/watt or

3030% % of projectof project

cost whichevcost whichever ier iss

lessless

Soft loansSoft loans

@5% p.a.*@5% p.a.*

4 Non-commercial/4 Non-commercial/

commercial/industrialcommercial/industrial
Mini-gridsMini-grids

250 250 kWp kWp Rs.51/watt Rs.51/watt oror

3030% % of projectof project
cost whicost whichever ichever iss

lessless

Rs.27/watt orRs.27/watt or

3030% % of projectof project
cost whichevcost whichever ier iss

lessless

Soft loansSoft loans

@5% p.a.*@5% p.a.*

*for comme*for commercial/ industrial entities either of capital or ircial/ industrial entities either of capital or interenterest subsidy will be st subsidy will be availablavailablee
77
  

There are furtheThere are further incentives available r incentives available under the scheme, suunder the scheme, such as ch as for sfor special category states andpecial category states and

rural SPV imprural SPV implementationlementation..

It shouIt should be noted, howld be noted, however, that ever, that there have beethere have been many issues faced in collecting subsidiesn many issues faced in collecting subsidies

under the scheme.under the scheme.

77
  htthttp:/p://m/mnre.gnre.gov.in/filov.in/file-me-manager/UserFilanager/UserFiles/amees/amendmendmendsnds-be-benchmarkcost-aanchmarkcost-aa-jnns-jnnsm-2013-14.pdf m-2013-14.pdf   

http://mnre.gov.in/file-manager/UserFiles/amendmends-benchmarkcost-aa-jnnsm-2013-14.pdf
http://mnre.gov.in/file-manager/UserFiles/amendmends-benchmarkcost-aa-jnnsm-2013-14.pdf
http://mnre.gov.in/file-manager/UserFiles/amendmends-benchmarkcost-aa-jnnsm-2013-14.pdf
http://mnre.gov.in/file-manager/UserFiles/amendmends-benchmarkcost-aa-jnnsm-2013-14.pdf
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Phase 2 of Phase 2 of the missithe mission (which is yet to be cleared) has stressed rooftop PV, envon (which is yet to be cleared) has stressed rooftop PV, envisagiisaging up to ng up to 1 1 GW ofGW of

off-grid and grid off-grid and grid connecconnected projects.ted projects.

The Solar Energy CorporaThe Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI) has allocated 11.1 Mtion of India (SECI) has allocated 11.1 MW W of roofof rooftop PV projects in 6 cititop PV projects in 6 citieses

 – –  DelhiDelhi, Bhubhanesw, Bhubhaneswar (1 ar (1 MW eMW each) in Orissa, Gurgaon in Haryana, Raipur in Chhattisach) in Orissa, Gurgaon in Haryana, Raipur in Chhattisgarh,garh,

Bangalore in KarBangalore in Karnataka anataka and Chend Chennai in Tamil Nadu (2 MW each). SECI winnai in Tamil Nadu (2 MW each). SECI will ill incentivise the rncentivise the rooftopooftop

project owners by giving 30% capital subsidy.project owners by giving 30% capital subsidy. 88  

5.2.5.2.   State-spState-specific policiesecific policies
SeveSeveral states have come forward with state-sral states have come forward with state-specifipecific solar policies that provide a fillc solar policies that provide a fill ip for cip for captiveaptive

solar PV. A solar PV. A snapshot of salient features of difsnapshot of salient features of differeferent state policient state policies is s is provideprovided here.d here.

Table 6: State Solar PoliciesTable 6: State Solar Policies

Gujarat Gujarat KerKerala ala Tamil Tamil Nadu Nadu Karnataka Karnataka RajaRajasthansthan

CapacityCapacity

additionaddition

targetedtargeted

25 25 MW MW 10 10 MW MW 350 350 MW MW 250 250 MW MW 50 50 MWMW

RooftopRooftop

SegmentSegment

80%80%

GovernmentGovernment

20%20%

ResidentialResidential

ResidentialResidential

OnlyOnly

DomDomestic aestic andnd

commercialcommercial

AAll ll BuBuilil dingdingss

with rooftopwith rooftop

spacespace

All BuildiAll Buildi ngs witngs withh

rooftop spacerooftop space

ProjectProject

OwnersOwners

Rent a RoofRent a Roof

typetype

Owner OwnOwner Own Owners Own/Owners Own/

Rent a RoofRent a Roof

typetype

Rent a RoofRent a Roof

typetype

Owners Own/Owners Own/

Rent a Roof typeRent a Roof type

IncentivesIncentives

availableavailable

1. 5 MW1. 5 MW

rooftoprooftop

programmeprogramme

on the PPPon the PPP

model imodel in then the

capital whichcapital which
is is nownow

extended toextended to

about 5 moreabout 5 more

cities andcities and

townstowns

2. Monthly2. Monthly

incentive ofincentive of

Rs.3/kWh forRs.3/kWh for

the roofthe roof

ownerowner

1. 30%1. 30%

SubsidySubsidy

from MNREfrom MNRE

++

Rs.39000/syRs.39000/sy

stemstem
from thefrom the

GovernmenGovernmen

t of Keralat of Kerala

1. GBI1. GBI

(Generation(Generation

BasedBased

Incentives)Incentives)

which are Rs.which are Rs.

2/kWh for first2/kWh for first
twtwo o years andyears and

Rs. 1 per kWhRs. 1 per kWh

for next for next twtwoo

years, andyears, and

there athere a fter fter Rs.Rs.

0.5 per kWh0.5 per kWh

forfor

subsequentsubsequent

two yearstwo years

2. Net2. Net

meteringmetering

alal lowed lowed atat

TariTariff ff of Rsof Rs

3.40 per KWh3.40 per KWh

along with Netalong with Net

MeteringMetering

facilfacil itity py pluslus

any any otheotherr
incentivesincentives

avaiavai lable lable toto

rooftoprooftop

systemssystems

Tariff-basedTariff-based

competitivecompetitive

biddingbidding

88
  htthttp:/p://m/mnre.gnre.gov.in/filov.in/file-me-manager/UserFilanager/UserFiles/draft-jnnsmpd-2.pdf es/draft-jnnsmpd-2.pdf   

http://mnre.gov.in/file-manager/UserFiles/draft-jnnsmpd-2.pdf
http://mnre.gov.in/file-manager/UserFiles/draft-jnnsmpd-2.pdf
http://mnre.gov.in/file-manager/UserFiles/draft-jnnsmpd-2.pdf
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multiplemultiple

voltage levelsvoltage levels

Offtake/PowerOfftake/Power

PurchaserPurchaser

StateState

DistributionDistribution

AgencyAgency

CaptiveCaptive

home usehome use

Captive andCaptive and

StateState

DistributionDistribution

AgencyAgency

StateState

DistributionDistribution

AgencyAgency

State DistributionState Distribution

AgencyAgency

BaseBase

RequirementRequirement

Various siVarious si zezess

of SPVof SPV

systemssystems

rangiranging fromng from

500 KW, 100500 KW, 100

KW, 50 KW,KW, 50 KW,

20 KW, 1020 KW, 10

KW, 5 KW, 1KW, 5 KW, 1

KW or moreKW or more

MinimumMinimum

system Sizesystem Size

1kW1kW

DevelopersDevelopers

shouldshould

guarantee aguarantee a

minimum ofminimum of

450 units a450 units a

year for halfyear for half

kW syskW sys tetemsms

and 900 unitsand 900 units

for 1 kW.for 1 kW.

SmSmall all solsolar powear powerr

plaplants connectents connectedd

at 11 kV of aat 11 kV of a

minimum of 1minimum of 1

MWMW

In addiIn addition, Maharation, Maharashtra, Harshtra, Haryana and Chhattisgarh are also in yana and Chhattisgarh are also in the process of relethe process of releasing solar rooftopasing solar rooftop

policies.policies.

5.3.5.3.    Accelerated  Accelerated depdepreciationreciation
Accelerated depreciation Accelerated depreciation of 80of 80% is % is available favailable for captive solar PV plants.or captive solar PV plants.

5.1.5.1.   RenewaRenewable Energy ble Energy Certificates (RECs)Certificates (RECs)
The caThe captive solptive solar ar PV plant PV plant is elis eligible to earn Rigible to earn RECs on any poweECs on any power thar that it genet it generates that rates that is not usis not used toed to

satisfy a satisfy a solar purchase obligation. solar purchase obligation. 1 M1 MWh of Wh of generation earns 1 REgeneration earns 1 REC, wC, which can then be tradedhich can then be traded

through the power exchanges wthrough the power exchanges with entities that ith entities that need to satisfneed to satisfy a ry a renewenewable purchase obligationable purchase obligation..

This forms an additional souThis forms an additional source of rrce of revenevenue for the PV plant operator.ue for the PV plant operator.

5.1.1.5.1.1.   A note  A note on RECson RECs

The REC The REC mechanism depmechanism depends on the Renewal Pends on the Renewal Purchase urchase Obligations (RPOs) of obligated entities, sucObligations (RPOs) of obligated entities, suchh

as utias utililities, to crties, to create a deeate a demand side “pull” to complement the supply side “push”mand side “pull” to complement the supply side “push”..  The REC The REC

mechamechanism comes with the nism comes with the risk of uncertarisk of uncertainty of demand and pricing, due tointy of demand and pricing, due to

Non-enforcement of RPOsNon-enforcement of RPOs – –  ObligateObligated entities d entities are curare currently not penalised for failirently not penalised for failinng tog to

meet theimeet their RPOs. Tr RPOs. This resulhis results in reduced demand for Rts in reduced demand for RECs aECs and only about 50% nd only about 50% (or e(or even leven less)ss)

are solare sold (there is a floor price of Rs. 9,30d (there is a floor price of Rs. 9,300 pe0 per solar REC which prevents the prr solar REC which prevents the price fromice from

reducing until supply reducing until supply meets demandmeets demand))
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Future of REC priceFuture of REC price – –  There is uncertainty on the pricing of RECs beThere is uncertainty on the pricing of RECs beyond 20yond 201717. EAI. EAI

estiestimates that Solar Rmates that Solar REC prices wiEC prices will be sll be similar to cimilar to current prices of non Sourrent prices of non Solar RElar RECsCs – – a band of a band of

Rs. 1,500 to Rs. 3,900 Rs. 1,500 to Rs. 3,900 per RECper REC – – bet betweeween 2n 2017 a017 and 2022.nd 2022.

The Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission (JNNSM) providesThe Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission (JNNSM) provides

attractive incentives such as capital subsidy of 30%attractive incentives such as capital subsidy of 30%
oo Issues have been faced in collecting subsidyIssues have been faced in collecting subsidy

Several states have announced state specific solar policies, and moreSeveral states have announced state specific solar policies, and more

states states are forare formumulating their owlating their own sn solar poolar policilicieses

Accelerated depreciation of 80% is also availableAccelerated depreciation of 80% is also available

Captive PV plants are eligible for RECs but lack of enforcement of RPOsCaptive PV plants are eligible for RECs but lack of enforcement of RPOs
and uncertainty in price beyond 2017 should be consideredand uncertainty in price beyond 2017 should be considered
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6.6.  

The primarThe primary motivation to use solar PV y motivation to use solar PV as as a a substitute for diesel is the substitute for diesel is the lower cost of generation.lower cost of generation.

Therefore the economiTherefore the economics of the plant are of vital ics of the plant are of vital importance. We will mportance. We will examine the caexamine the capital costs of apital costs of a

captive plant and evaluate its ficaptive plant and evaluate its financial performancnancial performance against e against diesdiesel power.el power.

6.1.6.1.   Capital cost Capital cost of Soof Solar PVlar PV

A 100A 100kW kW solar PV plsolar PV plant without batteries has been used aant without batteries has been used as the basis of comparison with dieses the basis of comparison with diesel asl as

that is the that is the maximum up to whicmaximum up to which the Mh the MNRE NRE subsidy is available.subsidy is available.

Due to the Due to the high cost of battery storage, systems beyond 50 high cost of battery storage, systems beyond 50 kW typicallkW typically do not y do not use batuse batterytery

backups, and where usebackups, and where used, very minimal battery bad, very minimal battery backup is eckup is employed.mployed.

6.1.1.6.1.1.  Cost break up of a 100 kW solar captive systemCost break up of a 100 kW solar captive system –– without without

batteries (grid-tied)batteries (grid-tied)

Table 7: CapTable 7: Capital ital cost of a Solar PV systemcost of a Solar PV system

ItemItem Rs. LakhsRs. Lakhs

PV PV modulemodules s 3131.5 .5 - - 3333.8.8

Inverters Inverters 7.7 7.7 - - 8.38.3

Balance Balance of of System System (transformers, (transformers, cables cables and and wires, wires, etc.) etc.) 2323.8 .8 - - 2525.5.5

InstallatiInstallation on (civil (civil & & general general work) work) 6.3 6.3 - - 6.86.8

TotalTotal 70.0 70.0 - 7- 75.05.0

6.2.6.2.    Assump Assumptions tions used used in calculationin calculationss
As theAs there are mare are many factors that vary from site to ny factors that vary from site to site and projecsite and project to project, the returns fromt to project, the returns from

substitutisubstituting diesel with solar were cang diesel with solar were calculated based on a lculated based on a few assumptifew assumptionsons

6.2.1.6.2.1.  General assumptionsGeneral assumptions

The dieseThe diesel genset being used is sized l genset being used is sized so as so as to meeto meet the t the demands of a 10demands of a 100 0 kW loadkW load

Revenue eRevenue earned is the cost arned is the cost of diesof diesel saved over 3el saved over 300 days of op00 days of operation of the solar PV pleration of the solar PV plantant

The entire output of the solThe entire output of the solar PV plar PV plant may not replace diesant may not replace diesel. The replacement will dependel. The replacement will depend

on the tion the timing of power cuts, loads used, and output from the solar plant. Therefore some ofming of power cuts, loads used, and output from the solar plant. Therefore some of

the PV output will repthe PV output will replace grip power which is cheaper than solar lace grip power which is cheaper than solar power. To acpower. To account for count for thisthis

a weia weighted aghted average is usedverage is used

6.2.2.6.2.2.  Scenario-specific assumptionsScenario-specific assumptions

We wiWe wi ll calculate returns based on a conservative/pessimill calculate returns based on a conservative/pessimistic stic scenario scenario where only 10where only 10% of die% of dieselsel

consumconsumption is ption is replaced by solar power.replaced by solar power.
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PV Plant assumptionsPV Plant assumptions  

Total Total Capacity Capacity (kW) (kW) 101000

Capital Capital Cost Cost (Rs. (Rs. Lakhs) Lakhs) 7575

Capital Capital Subsidy Subsidy (Rs. (Rs. Lakhs) Lakhs) 2222.5.5

EffectivEffective e Capital Capital (Rs (Rs Lakhs) Lakhs) 5252.5.5

Equity Equity (%) (%) 101000

Discounting Discounting factor factor (15%) (15%) 1515

O & E O & E ExpenseExpenses for s for 1st 1st year (%year (%

of of project cproject cost)ost)

0.750.75

O O & & E E Cost Cost InflInflation ation (%) (%) 55

Accelerated Accelerated DepreciatioDepreciation n (%) (%) 8080

Degrading Degrading (%) (%) 11

Derating Derating (%) (%) 9090

De-ratingDe-rating: Even if : Even if a systea system is supposem is supposed to produce 1d to produce 1,00,0,00,000 W, 00 W, it rarely produces that. There arit rarely produces that. There aree

many steps in many steps in processing the poweprocessing the power (efficiencr (efficiency losses in the invy losses in the inverter, certer, caables, and other operations),bles, and other operations),

that eat up about 10that eat up about 10% of % of the power produced the power produced by the module.by the module.

DegradationDegradation: Systems de: Systems degragrade over timede over time – – and this i and this includes the Pncludes the PV modules themselveV modules themselves. Mosts. Most

assume that degradation is betweeassume that degradation is between 0.5n 0.5% and 1% and 1% p% per yeer year. Most modulear. Most modules are warranted to s are warranted to performperform

up to 90% of up to 90% of their rated power their rated power for 1for 10 0 years, and 8years, and 80% 0% of their rated of their rated power for 25 yepower for 25 yearsars – – numbers numbers
that aren’t far off from 1that aren’t far off from 1% % annual loss.annual loss.  

Diesel Diesel generator assumgenerator assumptionsptions  

Genset Genset total total capaccapacity ity (kW) (kW) 10100 0 (125 (125 kVA)kVA)

Cost Cost of of diesdiesel el (Rs./Litre) (Rs./Litre) 6060

Annual Annual diesdiesel el price price escalation escalation (%) (%) 33

Fuel Fuel consumption consumption (Litres/kW(Litres/kWh) h) 0.20.29494

6.3.6.3.   Returns from the Captive Solar PV PlantReturns from the Captive Solar PV Plant
For the scenario detailFor the scenario detailed above, the red above, the returns are ceturns are calculated asalculated as

Project EconomProject Economics for the ics for the given inputsgiven inputs  

Project Project IRR IRR 1616.7 .7 %%

Payback Period (WithoutPayback Period (Without
discounting)discounting)

6.41 Years6.41 Years

Even under pessimisticEven under pessimistic
99
 assumptions, the plant provide assumptions, the plant provides Project IRR of 1s Project IRR of 16.76.7% w% which is hich is quitequite

favourfavourable. The lable. The length of the ength of the paybapayback period may deter some ck period may deter some investoinvestors but it should rs but it should be kept be kept inin

mind that these are the rmind that these are the returns under a harsh set of assueturns under a harsh set of assumptions.mptions.

99 For a more i For a more i n-deptn-depth h disdis cussion of cussion of the ethe economics of caconomics of captive solptive solar PV ar PV with analwith anal ysis undeysis under othr other scenarier scenari os,os,

plpleasease e refer to EAI’srefer to EAI’s  Replacing Diesel with SolarReplacing Diesel with Solar report. report.

http://www.eai.in/ref/reports/captive_power.html
http://www.eai.in/ref/reports/captive_power.html
http://www.eai.in/ref/reports/captive_power.html
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SeveSeveral other costs aral other costs associated wissociated with diesel, such as tth diesel, such as transportation and ransportation and storage costs, have not bestorage costs, have not beenen

considered whconsidered which would make the returns more favourable ich would make the returns more favourable even under a ceven under a conservative sonservative scenario.cenario.

6.4.6.4.   The BOO(T) ModelThe BOO(T) Model

The Build Own Operate (Transfer) modeThe Build Own Operate (Transfer) model is an option that can be considel is an option that can be considered by enterprises that arered by enterprises that are

hesihesitant to tant to inveinvest the large amounts st the large amounts that arthat are ree required iniquired initially tially to install a captive PV plant.to install a captive PV plant.

The BOO model alThe BOO model allows elows energy consumers to buy the energy generated by the solar plant, just asnergy consumers to buy the energy generated by the solar plant, just as

they buy power from the utilithey buy power from the utility, ratty, rather thaher than buy the plant itself. n buy the plant itself. A variatA variation of the model ion of the model allowsallows

the plant to be Transferred (T) to the plant to be Transferred (T) to the consumer athe consumer at the end of a certain periodt the end of a certain period..

The system provideThe system provider bears the car bears the capital expital expenditupenditure fre for the solar plant provided the customeror the solar plant provided the customer

satisfisatisfied certain criteria (such aed certain criteria (such as credit rating or provides a bank guarantees credit rating or provides a bank guarantee) and en) and enters into a powerters into a power

purchase agrpurchase agreemeeement (anywhere betnt (anywhere between 5-15 ween 5-15 years) wiyears) with the provider.th the provider.

The cost of a 100 kW solar PV system is Rs. 70-75 lakhsThe cost of a 100 kW solar PV system is Rs. 70-75 lakhs

Even with conservative assumptions, Project IRR of 16.7% with aEven with conservative assumptions, Project IRR of 16.7% with a

payback perpayback period of 6.41 years ciod of 6.41 years can be achievedan be achieved

Due to the high cost of batteries, systems beyond 50 kW either do notDue to the high cost of batteries, systems beyond 50 kW either do not

use batteries or employ minimal battery backupuse batteries or employ minimal battery backup

A BOO(T) model can be considered where the energy produced by theA BOO(T) model can be considered where the energy produced by the
plant, rather than the plant itself, can be purchasedplant, rather than the plant itself, can be purchased

   T   T
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    k    k
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7.7.  

Solar PV plSolar PV plants caants can provin provide a viable solde a viable solution for ution for firms grappling with the power shortage andfirms grappling with the power shortage and

crippling cost of diecrippling cost of dieselsel. While complete replac. While complete replacemenement of dieset of diesel generatol generators might not be possiblrs might not be possiblee

under current solar technolunder current solar technology, significant savings cogy, significant savings can be an be achieved through partial abatement ofachieved through partial abatement of

diesdiesel usel using soling solar-diar-diesel hybrid systems. Achieving favouesel hybrid systems. Achieving favourable rrable returns from the projeeturns from the project, howeverct, however,,

involinvolves careful evaluaves careful evaluation of several factorstion of several factors

The potential to generate solar energy at your The potential to generate solar energy at your locationlocation – – e e.g., mist in winter c.g., mist in winter can limian limit solart solar

power productionpower production

ConstrConstraints thaaints that limit the size of solar PV plant that cat limit the size of solar PV plant that can n be be installedinstalled – – 1 kW 1 kWp of crystallip of crystallinene

solar panels typisolar panels typically require 8 cally require 8 mm22 of shade of shade-free area and generates 4 kW-free area and generates 4 kWh of powh of power per dayer per day

(on average)(on average)

The naturThe nature and duration of loads to be supportede and duration of loads to be supported – – heavy inrush curr heavy inrush current from equipmeent from equipmentnt

using elusing electric motors ectric motors may require diesel generator may require diesel generator supportsupport

The configuraThe configuration of tion of the solar plantthe solar plant

Timings of load shedding that affect the amount of solar power available to abatTimings of load shedding that affect the amount of solar power available to abate diee dieselsel

IssueIssues with intes with integratingrating solar plants with dig solar plants with diesel generatorsesel generators – – We recommend limiting the We recommend limiting the

solar plant capacsolar plant capacity ity to 25% of to 25% of generator capagenerator capacity (subjcity (subject to some vendor specifect to some vendor specific ic solutisolutions)ons)
Whether buying the solar energy alone woulWhether buying the solar energy alone would be better than buying the solar plantd be better than buying the solar plant

IdentiIdentifying cafying capable and effpable and effectective vendorsive vendors

Even under a conservative scenario, IRRs ofEven under a conservative scenario, IRRs of 16.7%16.7%  with paybacwith payback period ofk period of 6.46.4  years years are possibleare possible

from captive PV plants. Ffrom captive PV plants. Financial returns can be improved through a thorinancial returns can be improved through a thorough understanding ough understanding of theof the

factors that affect solar PV performance and cafactors that affect solar PV performance and careful reful system dessystem design ign and integration.and integration.

7.1.7.1.   Want to know more?Want to know more?

For a For a more detailemore detailed discussion on substitutind discussion on substituting diesel wig diesel witth solar, please refer toh solar, please refer to  EAI’s ReplEAI’s Replacing Dieselacing Diesel

with Solarwith Solar  report. This exreport. This exhaustive shaustive study includes in-deptudy includes in-depth discussions on returns from solar PV plantsth discussions on returns from solar PV plants

under multiplunder multiple scenarios, design of solar PV plants, technology options, applications of solar PV, ande scenarios, design of solar PV plants, technology options, applications of solar PV, and
the breadth and depth of opportunities in this sector.the breadth and depth of opportunities in this sector.

http://www.eai.in/ref/reports/captive_power.html
http://www.eai.in/ref/reports/captive_power.html
http://www.eai.in/ref/reports/captive_power.html
http://www.eai.in/ref/reports/captive_power.html
http://www.eai.in/ref/reports/captive_power.html
http://www.eai.in/ref/reports/captive_power.html
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8.8.  

EAI iEAI is a boutiqus a boutique resee research arch and consulting fiand consulting firm in renewable rm in renewable energy technologienergy technologies. Our expertisees. Our expertise

ranges from Solar PV and ranges from Solar PV and Wind Energy to Algae fWind Energy to Algae fueluels and Jatropha s and Jatropha biodibiodiesel. Our esel. Our work has beenwork has been

sought after by some sought after by some of the largest corporate and multilof the largest corporate and multilateral organiateral organizations in the worlzations in the world such as Td such as Thehe

Bill Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, and Melinda Gates Foundation, Reliance Industries, WorReliance Industries, World Bank, Peld Bank, PepsiCo, iPLON, Vedanta GpsiCo, iPLON, Vedanta Grouproup,,
Accenture, Boston ConsuAccenture, Boston Consulting Grouplting Group,, and moreand more..

Our serviOur services for clients seces for clients seeking eking to abate dieto abate diesel consumption sel consumption through renewable through renewable energy includeenergy include

AnalysiAnalysis of the technis of the technical and economic feasibility of integrating various renewabcal and economic feasibility of integrating various renewablele

energy/penergy/power sourcower sources in your operationses in your operations

IdentiIdentification afication and due diligencnd due diligence of vendorse of vendors

Structuring PPAs for solar, wind, and biomass poweStructuring PPAs for solar, wind, and biomass powerr

CompleComplete guidance on regulations, approvals, processes, and procedures involved inte guidance on regulations, approvals, processes, and procedures involved in

procuring and inteprocuring and integrating RE grating RE powerpower

EAI providEAI provides a range of sees a range of services for various stakeholders in the Renewable rvices for various stakeholders in the Renewable Energy and CleantechEnergy and Cleantech

space, cspace, coveringovering

DevelDeveloper/IPP oper/IPP AssistanceAssistance

AssiAssisting Industrial consumesting Industrial consumers go rs go greengreen

DiversiDiversification into/withification into/within renewable energyn renewable energy

MaMarket enrket entry for international firmstry for international firms

Research aResearch and Publicationsnd Publications

RenewablRenewable e energy catalysisenergy catalysis

Please visiPlease visitt http://www.consult.eai.in/http://www.consult.eai.in/ for more information on  for more information on our consulting serviour consulting services.ces.

To hear To hear more on how we more on how we can helcan help your orgap your organisation nisation abate dieseabate diesel cl consumption through ronsumption through renewableenewable

energy, write to us atenergy, write to us at  consult@eai.inconsult@eai.in..

http://www.eai.in/ref/cli/cli.html
http://www.eai.in/ref/cli/cli.html
http://www.consult.eai.in/
http://www.consult.eai.in/
http://mailto:consult@eai.in/
http://mailto:consult@eai.in/
http://mailto:consult@eai.in/
http://www.consult.eai.in/
http://www.eai.in/ref/cli/cli.html

